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CHAPTER I 

The problem o.f harvesting of one or more species 

of populations tr.om mal ti.;.spec1es ecosystems is of much 

practical relevance. It is important to know bow harve

sting could be done either for brief periods at different 

times or in a continues manner, such that the basic 

stability characteristics ot the eooeystem, which is 

being interfered witb in this process, do not get dis

turbed. lt is obv,tous that harvesting in an arbt trary 

way, as regards either the .-ate of harvesting or tbe 

total amount to be harvested, will generally leave the 

systeaa destabilized and, as a resalt, many or all the 
c,uk,·~ 

species would otherwise coexist .ln the ecosystem .may tace 
" extinction. Given any harvesting pr.ocedare, it may be 

expected, however, .tbat within certain constrai~ts, the 

ecosystem being subjected to this process may be capa

ble of sustaining 1tsel.f without any ot its oomponent 

species getting exterlllmted.. T.he objective ot the 

present thesis is to investigate these constraints in 

some g1 ven st tuat1ons where the relevant eco.systems 

are well de~ined and the harvesting procedures are 

properly parameterized. 
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As our first example, we chose an ecosys·tem Wi til 

two comptting species (the compett tton exists. bere 

between the two species as well as between individuals 

of the same species - represented by certain self-inter

action terms). The method ased is the graphical method 

which employs "isoclines". fhe main results that we 

obtain from here concern the derivation conditions 

under· vhich the ecosystem preserves stable equtlt-
\ . ...! 

brtum under what is often calle4 "proportional" (or 

"constant effort") harvestiDg. It is seen that the 

system is able to maintain stable equilibrium under 

this harvesting only it it satisfied conditions of 

stable equilibrium even ln the absence ot harvesting. 

We then show that this basic result can be derived in 

a more algebraic way without 1nYolv1ng any graphical 

techniques, by considering tbe con41t1ons ot stable 

equilibrium tor tile system with and wltbout harvest-
. I. 

ing and by requtr1ng that the equllibr"iua populations 

be always positive. The advantage of looking at the 

problem in this way is that generalization to harve

st.lng in mul ti-specles systems is then possible. We 

illustrate this point by considering in detail a com

peting three-species model. Tbe concu'tions under which 

the system can be subJected to harvesting without'- __ :\ 

losing its property ot stable equilibrium are the~ 
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obtained. These eol'l1itions are, admittedly, not 

expressible to as simple and elegant a form as in 

the two species case. bu.t their asefulness is never-

theless no less. • 

We next take up the two-species systems 

where the species are prey and predator. The first 

example is that Qt the original Lotk:a-Volterra model. 

We discu.ss harvesting in this model with simple bllt 

interesting and usetul resalts. We then consider the 

prey-predator model which inclades prey self-inter

action, giving thereby a carrying capacity to the prey. 

It is convenient to discuss harvesting in this model 

~1ng the isocline aethod once more. 

Some recent developments in literatare bcve 

led to an extention of this approach to a la.·rger 

class of prey-predator models wbtcb possess not only 

solations ot the stable eqaillbrlam type but solutions 

also including u~stable equilibria and the associated 

limit .cycles leading to sustained otilllattons in tbe 

systell. We conclade the present thesis wltb a gene

ral discussion oz suob models and the problem of 

harvesting therein. In this context, we discuss 

the harvesting problem in detail in Holling's model. 



CHAPTER II. 

2,1.1 Oar obJective in tbis Chapter is to study 

harvesting especial.ly vis-a-vls the stability of a 

dynamical system which models the competing species. 

We shall contlne ourselves to jast two species and 

investigate the harvesting policies which retain the 

stable coexistence of these species. The approach is 

to describe the tull non-linear topology ot the phase 
. 

plane in which the point representing the two popula-

tions move and thereby present a global stability 

analysis. 

In deriving the governing system ot non-_ 

linear dlfterential equations, we tlrst specify the 

, growth ot each population in the absence ot the other. 

We assume that it 1s logistic. Thus, 
. 

dNt 
2.. 

t{r N~::o) N, :::- - ,A.' f\1 I - o... "'' ( 
dt" 

II 

"L 
• 0~2.. A N - a tV ( + N ?0) N --= 1.- <).... 2-'2. '1.- l 

'2..- 0\~ 

whe.re and clenote the two species; 

and are positive constraints with the asaal mean-

ings of Matithusian growth rates and selt-.regulatory 

factors. To take into consideration thelr competl• 

tion for the same resource, factors must be augmented 
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which retard tbe growth rate of each species in the 

presence ot the other. We assume that they are propor

tional to the size of both populations. Tbe,refore, 

the full governing system for two competing species 

is 

(1) 

Kapoor ( 1980.) considers this system and stu~ie s 

harvesting at l~ngtb using the isocline method. We 

present it here in order to provide the requisite 
' 

base for subsequent investigation and then show that 

his results can be derl.v~d by using neigbbourhoo4 · 

stability analysi.s which is readily ameuable· to 

n-species generalization. 

To begi l'l with • we draw the 1socl.1nes tor tile 

system. fbese are the straight lines corresponding 

to N1 = 0 and lf2 = o, and are ther.etore, given simply 

by 

When we plot these lines, tour non-degenerate s1tua-

tiona arise (see Fig. 1). We now let 

A:z.. (1t2 H, . ;\2- ~II M (:S) - ) -- 2 
hI ().22. A., 0.2.1 
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t\..1 j.,_, [~ Therefore, for situation I: \"'1 1Li, ,- 2.LI ·, ou• 

t--1, )' I ' f'1 2 71 j F m ~. M I L I 1 H 27 I ) ~ r l1 : 

M,7l,M2.Ll· 

Using ~ and M2 as the axes, we are now in a 

post tion to depict "these non-degenerate situations 

on the M1-M2 plane. Fig. 2 sbows that the first 

quadrant is fragmented into tour regions correspond

ing to these situations. In situation I; N1 alon·e 

will suftl;lve; in II, B2 alone will survive; in III, 

both N1 aDd N2 will coexist tndeflnltely and in IV, 

which describ~s an unstable saddle point, either ot 

~he species will. su~1ve, depending on the initial 

populations. Tbis figure also shows tbe five degene

rate situations: 

Va M1 ~ 1, M2 = 1 (11 alone will survive) 

VI: H1 ? 1, H2 = 1 (12 alone will survive) 

VII: M1 o 1, M2 ~ 1 (N1 alone will survive) 

VIlla M1 = 1, M2 / 1 (B2 alone will survive) 

IX: H1 = 1 • M2 (N1 and B2 will coexist but de pend-
ing on the initial populations) .• 

We are now ready to incorpora.te into the model 

the ef1'eet of harvesting. Le-t us consider the policy 

ot harvesting 1ft which it is done at rates proportional 



to the population. fbQs, the governing system now 

takes the form 

N = h.,f\..\- Ov" N,2. Ov,2N,N").- JL,k,IV, 
I 

"' Ov N 
2 

- 0~ b- ... I\J2. 
N " N n IV N - '"'2 .., .... "" 

- l'l..."l. "'l. - ~ 2 I 2 I "- "-
1. 

Or, alternatively, 

t\J :::: ~ ( l- k,) N,- Cv\t t.J,2- a_,2. N, N'). 
I \ 

(4) 

where 0 '- k1 t.... 1 am 0 '- k2 t.... 1 iconseq11ently, M1 

and K2 are transformed to ~11 a:na M2 respectively • 

where . k 
I h. ( /- 2.)0v,2 M, 

M, - 2.. -- -
A I ( 1-,k,) CJ...2-2.. M, 

I h.l.( 1- k2J. av,' M2 (S) P1 2 
- -- -

12, ( 1- k,) ~21 H3 

\- k., 
f\13 ~ - \- k and 2 

Thus, we are in a position to transform the system 

trom any one of the fQur non•degenerate sltaations 

to any other, through some degenerate sit11attons, by 

changing M3• So we discuss all the possibilities that 

f;lrtse. 
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A) SITUATION I PREVAILS BEFORE HARVESTING: 

In this case where situation I prevails before 

harvesting, N1 alone survives, and the condition tor 

this is 

I (6) 

After ha.vestiug, four cases can arise: 

(1) a, alone continues to survive. ro.r this we 

need 

or 

or (7) 

Since both u1 , M2 L_ 1, this will be certainly true if 

M 3 ::: c \- k I) I c 1- k 2) ? I 0 R k I ~ k 2. 

But 1 t will also be true it k1 / 11:
8 

and c 

()(_ k,- k-2 z (\-M
2
)(!-k 2 ) tf M2?MI 

k - k !__ ( t- M,) ( l- l< 2 ) [~ M1?t->l2 (8) 
OR Oi. I 2. 

(11) The second species, N2 , alone will survive. 

That is, tbe oond1 tlon 

(9) 



, ls to be satisfied. Or, alternatively, 

and 

This will be true_ if M3=(1-k1)/(t-k2) ( 1 

-~ 11:1 1 k 2 • Bat it will also be true -lt 

lc::,- k2 / ( t-k2..)(_ !- M,) /~ (~ M, LM2 

( t- k 1 ll- H 2) /0 {} I"\ 2 z M I k,-k2.. 7 \. '21 

(10) 

or k,- k-"2. "/ (1·-k2) 1\MtV)L ~ (t-M,), (t-M2.1} /0 (11) 

( 111) Both species can coexist in stable equillbrium,. 

it 

and (12) 

or 

This w.ill be satisfied only when 

M1 L M 3 "- M2 ? M2 /M, 

(13) 
oR, 

·which is the condition for stable equilibrium before 

harvesting.. This implies tbat if unstable equili

brium prevails betore harvesting, then situation I 

cannot be transformed to situation III. 
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(1v) Botb species coexist in unstable equilibrium 

and ultimate Stlrvival of either species depends on 

tile initial populations. This requires 

(14) 

or 

which implies that before barvesttng tbe system is 

in unstable equilibrium. 

We now discuss the evolution of I ln.to II, 

III and.·IV possibly through some degenerate situa

tions by continuously decreasing M3 from oG to o. 

The situation wherein the first species, N1 , 

alone survive canarise in three cases: 

(15a) 

0 I_ M 2 L.. M I L.. \ 
(tSb) 

(15c) 

Case a) As long as Ml / H2 , the first species alone 

continues to survive; when M3 = M2 , we ba.ve the 

degenerate situation V; when K1 L.. . M3 ~ M2 both 
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species coexist in stable equilibrium. Should H3 
decrease still further and become equal to M1 , we 

get _the degenerate situntion VIII .and tiually wb~n 

M3 1... H1 , we get the situation II where N1 disagpenrs. 

Case b) In an analogous manner, the s1 tu.at1on I ca.n 

be transformed to II through VII, IV and VI successively. 

Case c) Bere I ·transforms to II through .IX. 

It is clear from the foregoing that I transforms 

to III if M2 ·/ M1 , or to :tV it M2 <.. M1 and to neither 

tt K2 = M1 • 

B) SITUATION II PREVAILS BEFORE HARVESTING: 

Here the seeoucl species, N2, alone sarvives. · 

The condition ts. 

(16) 

The discussion is quite similar to the above. The 

results, simply put, are: II will be transformed to 

( 1) si tuat1on I it 

M3 ) -mrux. ( M 1 } l"'h) ) l (17) 

(11) situation II if 

(18) 
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(iii) situation III if 

(19) 

(tv) sitaation IV lf 

M I 7M3/ M2 
(20) 

Again, tbe evolution of II by harvesting, to I, III 

and IV is exactly opposite to that of I. As MJ incre

ases trom 0 to oo , situation II evolves into I 

a) through VIII, III and V if M1 !.... M2 

b) througb VI, IV and Vll 11 M2 > K1 

c) through IX it K1 = M2 • 

C) SITUATION III PREVAILS BEFORE HARVESTING: 

Dy tar, this situation is most &tipealing to 

practical interest. Here both popalattons coexist in 

stable equilibrium. The requisite condition is 

(21) 

It will be transformed by harvesting to 

(1) situation I it 

and 

or (22) 



It M3 > M2 , it is auto.matica.lly greater than M1 

because M2 / 1 > H1 • 

(11) situation II if 

or 

13 

(23) 

Again, it K3 f.. M1 , tt 1& automatically less .than M2 • 

(111) situation III itself, lt 

and 

or 

(24) 

(tv) situation IV 11 

or (25) 

clearly this is impossible. 

Thus, III can be transformed to II (N
3 

<... M1 ) 

tbroligh VIII (M:;s = )11 ), or to I (Ml > M2 ) tbrougb 

V (K' = M2). No harvesting policy can transform 

III to IV. 
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D) SITUATION IV PREVAILS BEFORE HARVESTING: 

fbe eqa111br1um eoez1st~nce is unstable and 

. tlle requ1s1 te condl tion is 

t--1 1 /I (26) 

This situation, after harvesting, can be transformed 

to 

(1) situation I 11 

f'lll/M 3 L. I M2 I M3 L I 
and 

or M3 1M, and M1 1 H2 . (27) 

Since H1 1 1; M2 L 1, Hl is automatically greater than 

H2 if HJ > M1. 

(11f situation II 11 

M1/M3 7\ M2. !M3 )I 

f1Dd 

or 1'1 3 1... M, and. M-, L.. ~-h (28) 

Again, sinee M1 > 1, M2 t.. 1, .K3 is automatically less 

than H1 it M3 t.. H2 • 

( 111) situation III 1f 

Mt /M3 L. I . and ~-"12. {M3 '7 \ 

or M3 I M1 and M 3 4l"1'l- (29) 

which is impossible. 
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(iv) situation IV itself tt 

and 

or, and (30) 

wbicll i•plles M1 > K3 > H2• 

fbus., IV can be transformed to II (H
3 

l. M2 ) through 

VI (Ml m M2 ) or to I (Ml > M1 ) through VII (M) = M1 ). 

The foregoing graphical analysis of llarveeting 

is rather laborioas. However, it can be put in a mucb 

condensed and elegant .form and this is what Kapoor 

does in a preprlnt. We sdmmarise, in the following, 

the analysis contained ln tills preprtnt. 

We notice that, by harvesting, the pol.n'* . 

(M1 , M2 } is mapped onto the point (M1 •, M2 •) where 

Eq. (S) is satisfied. The line Joining these two 

points passes throu.gb the origin (o, 0), since the 

mapping is necessarily a scaling. Hence, any state 

represented by (M1, M2) can now be transformed , to 

<•1', M2 •) by .harvesting, provided Eq. ( 5) ts satis

fied_. or, in other words, the line Joining the two 

points passes through the origin. This remarkable 

result is central to further analysis. 
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starting from a point in any state o• situation on 

M1 - M2 plane, we can delineate the evolution of the 

system as k1 and k2 change. 

z. 2 It may be noted that the analysis of tbe pre-

ceeding section shows that in case ot a competing 

two species system (where self-interactions are also 

included), harvesting in a way tbat the system conti

nues to possess stable e qu111brium is only possibl,e 

tf the system possesses stable equilibrium even with

out harvesting~ The precise conditions on the harve

sting are then deducible. From a physical point of 

view, lt is only a situation like this which sbou.ld 

be of practical interest. Barvestt.ng for systems 

which are not stable to begin witb, i.e. • which do not 

sustain their difteren,t components, without being 

subJected to harvesting, and which are not able to 

si.lstaU:.t themselves similarly when sabJected to harve• 

sting, is a problem only of academic interest and not 

one which would have relevance as ~ar aa applications 

are concerned. 

We would no* like to emphasize that the above 

result, though obtained in the previous section by 

tbe method ot isoclines, can also be worked out with

out recourse to such a graphical method, by looking 
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at the conditions of stable equilibrium tor the system 

with and w1 thout harvesting and the conditions for 

the positivity of the equilibrium populations. What 

is being suggested bere is actually equivalent to the 

same thing as done in the previous section, but the 

advantage now is that one need not take recourse to 

graphical methods, but has only algebraic manipula

tions to perform.. That this is an advantage is not 

so obvious when one is dealing with only a two-species 

system where isoclines are to be drawn on two-dimen

sional planes only, but becomes quite obvious when 

one goes to mul ttspecies systems. As an illustration 

we will use this approach to discuss harvesting in a 

compittng three-species system. The results obtained 

will be quite explicit though not in as simple and 

elegant a torm as in the two-species case. 

To proceed f.u.rther now, we work out the stable 

equilibrium conditions for the system ot interest. 

Since we will be using this resalt for both the two 

species case discussed earlier as well as the prom1se4 

three-species case, and since 1 t is no more d1ff1cul t 

to write down the main result for an arbitrary multi

species system, we shall work with the multi-species. 

case. The dynamics of the system is here given by the 

following k coupled equations, where k is the number 



ot species involved: 

The equ.111br1um populations N1* are given by 

k ~1 N ~ ( ~ - l. fuj N j ::o 
t \. l~' . 

which, uDder the assumption Ni* ~ o, reduces to 

\.:. ¥ 

& - I C4j Nj =- 0 

j=-t 

19 

(31) 

(32) 

We now do a Taylor expansion around tbe point N1 = N1• 

and keep only the lowest order terms, thus get~ing, 

• . · ~ 1~ · ~ d tJt.) 
Nt_ = tc:(N) + ~ ctvi-tvi)(w N-="l 

r= t l 

where, we have put 

N. ... F ~(N) 
t, 

and F1 (N*) is then the value ot this quantity evalua

ted at t.b.e equ111br1am point N = N*• i.e., N1 = N1*• 
1 2 = B2*, ...... t etc. It is easy to check that 
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J = 1,2, •••• ,k 

So we get 
k. ~ 

* I ~c.'1 ( N1 - N]·) . - - N· N· - f., 
t 1 ::.' (3,) 

Patting 

'* <11\~ - N t' - Nc -
(34) 

We can write the above equation as 

• 
·~ (JS} 

Or, simply as 

(36) 

where, (37} 

The last quantity is of. ten referred to as the commu

nity matrix (Pie lou, 1977; .May, 1974). It is clear 

now that if. all the eigen values of this matrix have 

negative real parts, then 
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that is, all the N1 asymptotically reach their 

respective equilibriam values N1*, leading to. the 

ettuation of stable equilibrium. The conditions for 

our system to possess stable equ.ili'brium are thus the 

conditions for the community matrix of the system to 

have negative real parts 'or all its e1gen values. To 

ensure that these eigen-values have negative real 

values, we can involve the well-known Rou.th-H111!witz 

criteria, which lead to a set ot inequalities. We 

shall not write down here these ·ineqt.aali ttes for the 

gener~l k-species case. 

Let us now come back to the two-species case 

discussed in the previous section. Tbe equations 

describing tills system are: 

ctNt 
'l.. 

~IN, a., I \\1 \ - a.,ll- tv\ tJ 2-- :: 
oil:-
of 1\)2.. (\ t N, N'l. ... 

(A 'l. (38) 
A. N - "l. '2. rv'). - = 'l. 'l-

Jt 

fbe equilibrium populations N1* and B2* are 

given by the equations 
¥

~l -- ~~ N, 
~ 

A - o.. t\J' l- ~t 
(J9) 
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So, we get 

* h t a.2.).. - h-2 Ov,,. 
N, -- a. C\. -o..a t I l \). ";).I 

* A'2. a" - A., aJ.. \ (40) 
t\.}2. --

a.n 0..1..'2..- C\l. (\,. 

The community matrix b is now given by 

¥ * - w, ~ll -N ~ 
\ \2 

~· = 
((11) 

:::f ¥-

- N,_ 0..7. \ -~ a2.,_ 
For the system to possess stable equ111brtwn, t·he 

eigen-values ot this matrix should have negative real 

parts. The condition tor this, following Routh and 

Hu.nwltz, are 

(42.) 
/ 

and 

( O..u O.~l - ~2. Cl2.1) I 0 (43) 

It is clear that these conditions for stable 

equilibrium by themselves donot guarantee that the 
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stable equilibr1llm point will be ln the tirst quadrant 

1D the N1 - N2 pl'ane. The complete set ot condi tiona 

for the systew to possess a physically acceptable 

stable equilibrium are,tberefore, equations (42) and 

(4]) sllpplemented with· 

tJ \ I o 

tv* '! 0 
).. 

(44) 

Tbis positivity property of N1• can be ens11red 

in two different ways, namely, by either taking 

(45) 

and 

· h. 1 a 2.2- - h 2. a. , '2. ...., o · (46) 

~ 2. a.l, - )!., az., I o 

or 

o...n a2..'2. - CL,l o.2-t '- o (47) 

and 

h.\ az.2 - n..2. a.,~ t... o 
(48) 

hz. a...
11 

_ h, a2., t.. o 
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Clearly conditions (47) and (48) are not 

compatible wl th the condi tiona of stable equll.lbrtum. 

So, we bave to acce~t the set ot conditions (4S) and 

(46). Bote that tbe condition (45) is the same ae 

condition (It)). Furthermore, the co:ditlons (46) 

clearly imply tilts, as they can tte combined into a 

product combination 

or simply, 

It may be farther noted that ln view ot the 

positivity of all the aiJ as well as the positivity 

ot N1* and B2•, condition (42) is automatically 

satisfied. The conditions that we need to consider 

therefore, are s1aply 'the co ndi tious ( 46) • 

fhe tor•going d~scusslon remains valid even 

in the !)reeenoe of he.nesttna in the manner done tn 

the pr~vious secttoD - the ollly chaage is tbat we have 

to make tbe following s~bst1tut1ons: 

h., ( /- k\) 

h ( 1- lc:l.) 
2. 
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The condition (1!6) then takes the ton: 

h, (\-lc:t)0..2l. ... ~~ (f-~) a..ll ? 0 

t'i (_ l -:-lc.z.J 0..11 - A., ( I- 1'\) a..l. t "'! 0 (SO) 
2. 

Following the notation of tbe previous section, we 

may wr.ite for (46), 

t. 1 (51) 

and 

HA - h1. a,, ..., l - . (52) ,ta., 
\ :2. 

Likewise, we get trom (SO) 

h (_l-lc ) Ov\l. 2. ).. 
L.. 

A.\ t 1-lc;, ) ~'2.4 

or 

Jt CL1'2. I - k, 
2. 

ll., ~2.2. t - l<l. (53) 

and 



or·· 

) (54) 

Pro• eqaatioas (51) and (52), we now. get, tor stable 

equilibrium for the situation without harvesting: 

(SS) 

From equations (53} and (Sit) we get, using the rela-

tion, 

- (56} 

the condt tton 

(57) 

This last result gives the constraint under 

wbioh harvesting can be done on the system without 

the system losing its basic property ot stable equ111-

br1uin. Clearly, this constraint implies the constra

int given by equation (55) which implies stable equi

l.ibrium for tbe system wt thout harvesting. We bave 

discussed this point earlier. 
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Let us now gencralize.these results to tbe 

case ot a three-species competing system (with all 

the selt-tnteractions included as before). The 

system is given by the following set of eqaations: 

J tJt 'l. Ct. N ~- ~ · N, '1\)"3 - ~, ~\- ().\\ », -- - \'l. , \'3 
dk-

dN2. 1). l.J - Q., N'l-N -
'l.. (). N - (). 2.2. N, .. 2..'!. tv 'a- 3 

JF .... 
). ,. 2-) ' (58) . 

'2. 

J.N3 - ~ N - a h) N, - 0...'3 ,_N~'N2- ... Cl.~3 N~ -- - a '3 31 3 
di'" 

following tbe method described earlier, we can 

now get the conditions tor stable equilibrium for this 

system by looking at the associated co~U~untty matrix. 

The equilibrium populations N1*, N2* and •l* are ot 

course given by the equations: 

The community matrix b is given by the element 
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The conditions tor stable equilibrium are 

nqw the conditions tor the eigenvalues ot the matrix 

b to have all negative real parts. Following the 

Routh-Hunw1 tz. analysts, we tln.d that these conditions 

are: 

(61) 

¥- * * *" * Nl a.u ( Nt Ovtl N2. ~22. + N\ o...\1 N5 ~,1 

¥ ¥ * * + N2. ~22 N'l. ~l. + N).. Cl.2 '2. N~ 0.,'33 

+ * ¥ * ¥ N). a,22. N> (1;'3~ -+ N~ o..,s'3 N~ a.51) 

> * )j- '* * ~ N ()....11 ( N"\ o..r,.t. N ~12 -+ N a.. N a.,11>) 
1 ~ , I 3 '31 1 



and 

From eqt~ations (59), the equilibrium population N1•. 

Ba* and s3• can a~so be caleu.late6 easily and the 

rea1dt is: 

h.3 ( ()..,\2. ~~ - ~~Ov~) 

+ !'l. ( ~ 3£1,'3l.- c1t2. ~.3) 

~ ( a..l~().,'l-1 - '\3~\l) 

-+ 1\ C ~u a..;~- ~n a"~,) (65) 

( 66) 



Since we •lsb to have tbe stable equilibrium 

point 1D the first octant of the N1-N2-N3 space, we 

aust noti impose tbe conditions: 

'!1/ ~ - ft 'Jj 
t-J\ 7 0 i N,_ 7 0 fMAlJI N3 "? 0 (67) 

Once more there a.re · two sets ot solution~J., one corres

ponding to the deoominator D being greater than zero 

and the other corresponding to D being less than zero 

Prom equation· (63), it 1s clear that the choice is 

already made tor us. We thus have, in view of the 

constraints (67): 

D) 0 

• (68) 

t ~~ ( Ovl~ GJ,_t - a..,_3(3..t1) + hl \~\\ ~~- Ctl30v~l) 

-r A, t av,_ 3 a.~, - a~~~) } '7 o < 69 > 

and [ h.3 ( a, II a., :>.2 - a,l2 CL,.,) + ~.2. ( CL, ~a.,~ ' - a, II CL 1:>.) 

-r A., c 11,2.., ~3;>..- a.2..pv':!. ,) I > o < 10 > 



Let us, tor convenience, use the notation: 

A 

B 

c 
E 

F 

cq 

H 

I 

- (0.,,20..23- ~'3CL.2.2.) -
- (eLls OJ3l - ~ 12 {L2.3) -
- (cia, -a, 0.., ) - 22 '3~ '52 ~> 

- C ~rs~1 - ~'3 Ovu) -
- (~tl ~'33 - Gv, '3 Ovf>l) ~ 

- C ~:2-3 ev:,, - a.'32 CL2-1) 

= ( a, tl ~).2-- ~,2 a...').,) 

( ~12. ~I - ~ll (1,32) --
7 = ( a...~,ev'3~- ~.,.,. o,l,) 

lt 

(71) 

The conditions (68) - (70) can now be written more 

compactly in the form 

/2...
3
A -t \?B + h.. 1C. / 0 

~ E -t \ F + h.,~ "? o 
3 

~ t-t +A-,_ r + A, J 7 o 
As already mentioned, these conditions as weel as 

tbe eoudition 

D>O 

(72) 

(63) 

correspond, along with conditions (61) and (62), to 

the sy.stem having stable equilibrium wi tb the 
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1 

equtlibriwm populations all positive. Clearly, 

conditions (72) and (63), which already imply post~ 

ttv.1 ty ot N1~ render condition ( 61) supertluou.s ~ 
as it ts automatically sat.istied once one remembers 

that tbe nij are all positive. Condition (62) is, 

of course, not automatically sati.sfled, bat depends 

on the values of various quanti ties occuring ill 1 t, 

bat there is a wide variety of choice tor these 

quantities :tor which the condition can be satisfied. 

Let us now consider the three-species case 

with harvesting. The equations of the system takes 

the form: 

dN\!d! = fJ, N1 - a., N
1
- a NN- CL~ N1tv- ,t L N1 'I \1 \ ~ 12. 1 l. \ i) '! I '; 

2 (73) 
ciNt.Jclt:::: Az-~- ~1\J~t\.11 - ClJu."b_- CL2;~.V~- \k~N, 

'2 

d.r.J~l r1l: = tt'!Ns-- ~3rtV31V1 - ~l~tJ2- ~33~- h~k-3 ~3 
where 

Clea.rly, tile above equations differ from the 

original ones, namely eq&~ations (58), by the addition 

ot k1 , k2' k3 terms. These additional terms can be 

taken care of by the following s~bstitutions: 

/2.1 ____, JL ( l-k.) 
I 

;).2. ~ ...tz. (_ l- kz.) 
(75) 

Jt?> --'> 
~ 3 (1- k3) 



The constraints tor the system to possess 

stable equilibrium in the positive domain of Ni~J2 
and m

1 
can thus be obtained from the constraints 

gl ven ea·rlier for the case without harvesting. The· 

constraints are thus& 

12 A-t h,. g +h., C. > 
3 

tt £ 4- A F + A..r ~ / 3 2. 

ti
1

t-t t h.,_ r t ~i, r / 

and the inequaliti'es (61), (62) o.nd (63). Of these· 

last three, one inequality (63) remains unchanged, 

and the inequalities (61) and (62) have the same torm 

as before except that 1 1•, B2* and m3• are now. given 

by equations (64), (65) and (66) respectively only 

atte.r the substitutions {75) have been incorporated· 

into them. With (72') and (6J) valid, tile N1• are 

all positive and. the constraint (61) is, as before, 

automatically satisfied. Constraint (62) is not 

automatically satisfied, bat given the alJ as f.ixed 

from the no-harvest~ng case, it can be satisfied by 

su.itable restraining ot the R1•, which amounts to 

putting constraints on k1 , k2 and k
3

• So the conditions 



for stable equillbriua in the presence ot harvesting 

we have to worry about llre thus the conditions (72') 
. 

and (62). Once these constraints are respected, we can 

subject ~our system to harvesting without disturbing its 

basic stability property, i.e., the persistence o.f the 

three species B1 , :N2 and N3• Unfortunately, tt .is not 

possible to put the above constraints in a more elegant 

form, as was possible in case ot the two-species system, 

but given specific situat~9n with corresponding 

numerical values for the various aij, the estimate of 

the allowed range for the harvesting pa.rameters k1 ~ 

G 
k2 and kl can be done without any ditticulty by an -

elementary numerical ~xercise. 



CHAPTER III 

J.1 ill this chapter, we wish to consider harvesting 

.in prey-predator models. In this context, one ·of the 

simplest models of interacting populations ls the 

or1ppal one ot Lotka and Volterra, taken usually as 

a paradigm of mathematical modeliDg. It bas been 

reviewed extensively (e.g., May, 1974i' )faynard 
'.I 

Smith, 1974J Goel, M.aitra and Mont roll, 1971), neverthe-

less, we briefly describe it here and tb~~ •o on to 

the theme ot harvesting in this frame-work. 

In order to explain why the percentage of 

sharks and other predatory .:fish caught in the Medite

rranean Sea rose dramatically during the World War I 

wben there was a reduction in fishing, Volterra 

suggested a model whose equations are isomorphic to 

those given by Lotka for the hypothetical chemical 

ref,l.Ction mechanism: 

A+X 
X+ y 

y 

kl > 

k2.,. 

ka 
~ 

2.)( 
(1) 

2Y 
8 

where X and Y. are intermediaries, k1, k2 and kl are 

the reactt·~~Jconstants. A and Bare the reactant 



and the product respectively, whose concentrations 

are kept constant. This implies that the system·is 

open and so there has to be an exchange of matter 

with the surroundings. 

Denoting. tbe concentrations of A ,X , Y , B 

by"- , ).. , '1 , b- respectively, the law· of mass actioD, 
I 

gives the .following kinetic equations: 

(2) 

where and Y :::: ~~ b 
In terms of ecology, 'A. and tt" denote the prey and 

the predator poplllations respectively; tlts the 

Malthusian rate ot growth of the prey; (1 is the anti

symmetric equivalence factor which represents the 

effect of binary collisions on the interacting 

poplllations and r is the rate of natural decrease ot 

the pr .. fdator. (Volterra, of coarse, chose a system 

in vbicb in the second equation in the above ls 

replaced by another constant • Tbe 

following analysis is valid also tor this general case). 

The trajectories ot {2) tor 

are the solution curves ot the first order differential 



equation: 

((-Y+~'X) 
~c~- P{J .. 
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(J) 

This equation is separable since we can write it in 

the torm: 

Thus, the transcendental equation 

(4) 

where c_ :::: cons ian t 

is the set of solution trajectories of the system (2) 

Lt terature regarding closure and. periodicity of 

this set of traJectories, and tbe ergodicity ot the 

system is copious• therefore, without further discussion, 

we sutJ•arize tbe resu.l tss 

1) Eqaation (4) defines a family of closed curves 

for )., ( / 0 

2) Let ft(l-) and 1Ct-) be solutions of (2) with 

?l (9); ~ (o) / 0 • Then 1t( t +1) = :A (t) and 

j (t+ 1) = LJ (t) for some post tive T • 

3) Let ?... (J) J J(t} be a periodic solution of 

( 2), with period T • Then 
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\. 

~ ('"A/ - ~ J ').(r)dt = -
0 

(S) 

. \ fj <Jft) JJ: 
/\. 

, ZLJ/ ...... - d -
. 0 

. "" 1\ where "A , 1 are the equilibrium values of x, y, 

i.e. • Y( ~ and ;._/ p respeetively. As 1s well 

known, by using t.lle linear pe~ttlrbat1on methods, one 

ctetermiues the st~bility characteristics of the equi

librium pot·nts of the dynamical system represented 

by (2). Of th.e two equilibrium points f'vtz. (o,o) 

and ( ~~ 'ol.( ~ ·)~, only one (i.e!, the latter} is 

mean1agtul biologically. Itltroductlon of a small 

perturbation in this eq&lilibriwu point and Taylor. 

expansion of each of equations (l) around this pertur

bed equilibrium point will result in a community 

matrix {May, 197ll), vltb eigenvalues, At i l .:::1; 2 

which are a pat!! ot purely imaginary numbers, .z ((A) 
.,...--. 

where w =-J J..Y • That is, tbe stability is neatral, 

vith pe~J._turbatlon leading ·to undamped bomogenou.s 

temporal oscillations of frequency ev or period 2/i / cu 

We are now ready to include the effects ot 

fishing (i.e., harvesting ot fisll population) and 

explain the conundr11m posed at tbe out-set o.t this 

section. We assume that fishing is done at a rate 

proportional to the size or concentration o.t the fish. 
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Consequently, fishing decreases the population ot 

prey .fi sb at a rate !. l rt} aDd decreases the po pula

tion of pred~tor fish at a rate of 1.. t;j~) . The con

stant of proportionality, !. ) reflects the inten

sity of fishing. Thus. the situation is described by 

the modified system of d1fferent1al equations 

Or, alternatively, 

o<.x- ~)t{-~x 

- 'f( -t ~ ry- - t. ( 

where J = ( ol.- ~) ~ ~ ::: (_ Y+ {.) 

(6) 

(7) 

This system is .itmilar to that decrtbed by equations 
' ' . 
( 2) , provided r:).... "? ~ ~ Bence, the time averages o'L 

r 1 \t) and t.-{JJ are.now 

J 
<Jlt:J I Y-t t. - - -- -

~ (3 (8) 

and 
<.<LJ (t J> ol' J..- e - - -- - (S r 



·Consequently • tor sufficiently small €. , i.e., mode

rate fishing, the prey population, on the average · 

would increase, whereas, the predator population wou.ld 

decrease. Conversely, if there is a red11ction in 

:fisb.ing as happened. during the World War 1, then the 

predator population would actually increaae and tbe 

prey population would decrease. This remarkable . 

result, then, completely explains the 'fishy' pheno

menon that Volterra enoo11ntered. 

Thus tar, we have confined ourselves to a prey

predator system without any self-interaction. In the 

following, we present a slightly different but more 

realistic situation, wh.ich is then analyzed by using 

the isocline method. 

Bence, ue include the ettect of selt-interactlon 

tor the prey. The resultant model is 

• 
A 

• (9) 

The assumptions under-lying are: 

a) In the absence of predation, the prey would 

follow the logistic growth, with intrinsic rate of 

increase a and carrying capacity, K = a/b. 
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b) The rate at which prey are consumed is propo.r-

tional to the product ot the numbers of predator and 

prey. 

c) Convel'.,sion of prey to predator is 'real time', 

i.e., there is no· time delay 1n prey consumption and 

the resal tant predator increment. 

In order to understand how this system behaves, 

we employ once more tbe techniques of the isocline

method. At time t, the state of the system ls tully 

described by the values of x and Y• To each state, 

therefoJ;"e, the~;e·corresponds a point in the x-F plane 

or the phase pla.Qe. It we find out the directional 

arrow.ot the movement at each such point (x.,y) then 

we ca.~ join-up these arrows to form tra:j:ectories 

which, then, will tell us how the system dynamics 

operates. 

To begin with, we pl.ot t.be isoclines in this 

phase plane. When i • o, the resultant equation will 

depict a line wblob is called the prey isocline, since 

x denotes prey ln the model. 
./~. 

Analogously, when t = o, 
the predator isocline will emerge (see Fig. 3). 

From {9), it ~ollows that 

0\.- M -if ::.o ~ 
• 

-e+ c!-x =o ~ { 

• 
?\ =o 

(10) 
=o 



F-or equilibrium, x and y 'ehoald simaltaneoasly be 

zero •. This 18 possible only when 

(11) 

And since x ard y should. necessarily be post tiv-e, 

C{.jt.-7 e..jr._~ ··This f.neqw:1ltty states that for an equ.111-

br1um with both p.rey and predator present, tbe carry-.. 
a 1ng capacity ot prey, K :a b should be high enough to 

support the predator. 

Bow, we go to the dynamics ot the system, by 

inserting ·the directed arrows. 

'A '7 etc!, y '1 0 and tor ~ £.~!c.' 

We note that for 
·. 

; < 0~ Similarly, 
. . 

fo-r the points a))ove the str·atght line ·a - bx - cy :: o., 
x 1.. 0 and below it i -, 0. This implies that if 

we start w1tb. any initial point in tbe phase plane, the 

resultant trajectory would be a spiral. 'lhe nature 

ot the spiral depends on the slope ot the prey isocline: 

if 1t. is negative, then the spiral is convergent and 
' tbe equilibrium point is called a focus. Otherwise, 

it ls a divergent spiral. The phys1Qal interpretation 

of a convergent anti•elockwise spiral is that both 

prey and predator oscillate temporally with 4amp1ng 
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amplitude and the trajectories of the system all 

converge on to ihe equilibri11m poi,nt. Bven when 

disturbed, the system reaches back this point. Tbls 

point is, therefore, a point of stable equ.111br1u.m. 

We are now in a position to include the effects 

of harvesting and/or stocking in the prey aDd/or the 

predat~r. ~ 

Case al Barv$st1ng of Prey only: 

Ve assume that the rate ot har.vesting.ot prey 

is proportional to the size of the popalation being 

harvested and the eifort is defined as the constant 

·of proportionality. ·Thus, the model transforms to 

• 
{ == 

whe~c~ ~ o effort of harvesting ot prey > o. c. _ __, 

(12) 

From (12), a set ot new isoclines are obtained whose 

eqaatJ.ous. are 

(a - ot) .. &. x -~ = o 

r 
-e. + C"A .:::o 

(13) 



We immediately see that the new predator isocline is 

identical to the one that has been-obtained before 

harvesting of prey. But., the new prey isocline is 

different:. it describes a straight line which is 
' 

parallel to the one obtained prevlout~ly. See Fig. l.l 

tor graphical representation. 

Hence, we say that the effect ot constant 

effort harvesting of prey results in shitttag of prey 

isocline downwards. In order to sustain the stable 

eqll111brium, the tollowing condi ttons on tJ.. immedia

tely arise: 

L - - ~ 

c.' (14) 

Oase b) Stocking of .Prey only: 

In a similar spirit (since stocking, mathema

ticf).lly speaking, ls 3ust the oppost te ot bo.rvf)sting, 

we see that tor constant e.f1'ort stockiag of prey, the 
I 

prey isocline would shift upwards. A· point to note 

here is that stabl.lity per se imposes no theoretical 

limit ·on the ettort of stocking, though the carrying 

capacity of tbe ecosystem may curtail inttnite stocking. 
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Case c) Harvesting of Predator only: 

Once again, under the assumption .of constant 

effort harvesting of ;redator, the model becoraes 

?.. ::: ().."!.. - ~ ').?.. - c ~ 

::: -~ + (,/~- ~f • 

7 

with the resultant isoclines, 

lee Fig. S for graphical representation. 

(15) 

(16) 

It is evident that constant effort harvesting 

of predator will re.sul t iQ the translation of tbe pre

dator isocl i. ne to tile right. Accordingly, the stable 

eq&lilibrium point will move toward the x-axis. To 

ensure coexistence, we have the following condition 

e-t ~ 
c' 

or 

(17) 
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Cage d) Stocking .of Predator onlya 

Analogously, when we stock the predator at a 

proportional rate, the predator lscoline will move to 

the lett and as a eonsequerde. tbe equilibria• 

point will move toward the y-ax1s. Again, the 

condition of coexistence imposes the following 

constraint: 

e.-{? -c.' 
(18) 

In short, we, therefore, conclu.de that either 

harvesting or stocking doesn't destabilize a system 

which ts inherently s_table as ls the case hereJ 

though tbere ar.e\ ·limi'ts on the respective efforts in 

order to ensure the coexistence of the species. 

Incidentally, 1 t .should be clear from the above 

dtscussioa that the pr·oblem of simultaneous harves

ting or stocking or har-vesting in one case and stocking 

in the other, is easily workable, as we only have to 

superpose the 'esults obtained separately tor the 

appropriate harvesting or stocking of either prey or 

predator. We shall therefore not go any further into 

this matter. 
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3.2 The maJor draw-back of the prey-predator 

models we have studied so far is that their prey 

l.soclines possess a constant gradient throughOut the 

domain s ~ 0, y > o. In the Lotka-Volterra model, 

it is zero, thereby imparting neutral stability to 

t·ne system and generating prey-predator oscillations 

with their amplitudes dependent on the initial condi

tions. Should there be a perturbation, these patbo

log1c.al oscillatio~s (as May,( 1971t) refers to them) 

attain a different set ot amplitudes, and, clearly, 

this is a fragile resalt. On the other hand, we have 

a. system whose prey isocline has a constant negative 

slope. This renders the system asymptotically stable 

Implying uo osc.1llat1ons in the .long run of ttme. 

But, the tteld.evidence is contrary; we do observe 

stable oscil'lations in the ecosystems. In order to 

obviate this dittlculty, we assume, on reasonable 

theoretical grounds, that the prey isocline bas a 

unique maximum; and, further, imposing a set ot con

straints which are well defended on the basis of both 

theory and a corp11s of field data, we generate models 

which exhibit precisely the same stable oscillatory 

behaviour. These models possess an unstable equili• 

brtum point around which the trajectories asymptotically 
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converge, irrespective ot the 1n1 tial oondi tionsi, 

on to an orbit. called the •stable limit o:yoJ..e'. In 

addition to this unique feature, they also have a 

stable equ111br1 um point. 

Tbe point which is central in the foregoing 

is the atta1 umen t of. a unique maximum by the prey 

isocline; which implies tbat it 1s a 'humped' stru• 

cture. This humpedness is the roo't-cause of tnsta• 

b111ty, thereby, upon super-imposition of additional 

co.nstraints, leads to the limit cycle behaviour. 

Therefore, the. pertinent question now is: why the 

prey isocline bas a bu.mp, and, one finds a tull answer· 

in the atlalysis of Rosenzweig ( 1969). The hamp, 

consequently, appears to be an indispensible feature 

t.or most of sore meaniagful models. However, it 

should be reiterated that the presence ot hump alone 

will not ensttre stable oscillatory bebavioar. That 

is, the hu.mp is a necessal')' criterion but not suffi

cient, an4, 1D order to elicit the required limit cycle 

dynamics, one imposes further co nst~aints, as has been 

said, Just before, Xolmogoro:tt ( 1936) ia the first 

to embody these constraints iato a rather robust 

theorem, b:y application of which one is able to show 

(May, 1972) for tbese models that tbey possess either 

a stable point equilibria.un .or a stable 11mi t cycle .• 
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We shall now substantiate these bare essentials. 

For an ecosystem comprising a prey, x( t) and 

a predator, y(t), the dynalld.cs may be written, in 

the to llowt ng general form: 

(19) 

Let us suppose that .it is possible for us to cast 

equations (19) into the .for•a 

• ~0) ,_ lv f)l () ~ 

• ~tv(-,,,) 
(20) 

1 - - ~+ ... 

'These ,quations are essentially the same as those 

which describe the Rosenzwetg-KacAnthur model. ·.Here, 

t(x) is the intrinsic growth rate ot X in the absence 

ot predators, h(x,y) ts the rate ot pre.at~oD, k is 

usual equivale.ace :factor and a is the mortality rate 

of the predator. 

Aasaption 1: 

Predator bas no tntraspectttc competition. 



so 

Assuta,et1on 2: 

fbe functional response, or the rate at wbicb 

an :l,ndividual predator takes prey depends solely on 

the prey population. 

This transforms (20) to 

i ~0 f ~) - 11A(_"A) 

1 - ~, + lA 7 it ll.) 

wheu y = 0, h(.x) = o.-(tt ~ 1 = constant will 

describe the predator iso~ltne •. 

Assa,etton 3: 

(21) 

Tbe prey predu.ctivity curve, t(x) is a bell

shaped function. That is, the r.eprodu.ctive rate

declines tor small x as well as large x. 

!\BSU111ption 4: 

The functional response curve, b(x) 1s such 

that it increases witb x, but, tapers off, for large 

x. Tba t is, cJ. A. W { rifX. tends to zero as x increases. 

With either ot these assumptions, tile prey 

isoc.rli ne x = 0 will give rise to a hump (Rosenzweig, 

1969; Maynard Smith, 1974). 
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How, revert:Ut& to equations (19), we assume 

the applicat1vlty of Jtolmogorotf Theorem.. This 

imposes turtber properties on F(x,y) and G(x,y) 

(May, 1974): 

(1) 

( 1.1) 

(111) 

(iv) 

(v) 

o~Jo~ 1..o 

}.. c) ~ I d ?. + I 0 ~ J d( L 0 

c)~Jd{ '- 0 

,.,._ dft 1 8 'X · 4-( o<1 I d ( 1 o 

f- (0;0) 7 0 

a lid there ext ats ~ , p and Y such t.ba t 

(vi} r- (0; el.) :::0 J J_ 7 0 

(vii) f (j, o) -:::::- 0 } p7o 

( vtll) C:tCY,o) =.o / 'Y"?O 

(ix) (3 7 y 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

(224) 

(22e) 

(22t) 

(22g) 

(22b) 

(221) 

A. luo1d interpretation of these condi tiona . 

within the contest of ecology, is given in May (1974}. 



Next, what we do is to look for a model wbicb 

satisfies all tne assamptlons and con<U tions enumera

ted above and, then, study harvesting and stocking in 

detail, There are quite a :few models which fill the 

bill (Rosenzweig, 1971) and we select, tor tractability, 

the model which 1~ attributed to Holling (see Brauer 

and Soudack, 1978), 

3.3 Bolling' 8 mo~el is given by the equations: 

i = '"" n)),~) , r o.Jw) == .z l \- -1) -i.h 
.) ,...c ) (SDC~-'J) y ::: 4 Gt ('A,~ ) ~ )1/~ :: 

~ « ts~P}C1l+V) 

Rea••araging the various terms, we can 'Write these 

equations as 

(2l) 

(24) 

We see, here that tbe mortality rate of preda

tor is a function of the prey population. When x = o, 
that is no prey, it is a constant (5J" /(J+D) As x 

increases, the mortality rnte of predator decreases, 

however, it can never become zero, solely tor the.fact 
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that X bas a ceiling, X~ 

Comparing with eq. (210, we set 

~(_)\) ::= J(l-{)'l 
(25) 

• 
) 

'l'bough the at9s•uaption (l) is not satisfied 

bere, we can check that the assumption {I!) ls. Bence, 

the prey isocline "111 have a bump. Running down the 

list of condi t1ons of Kolmogorotf theorem, we can 

routinely verify that they are satisfied, though, 

actually, the inequality (22c) turns out to be equality 

Still, the robust·ness of the theorem makes applicab1-

11ty possible. 

ie 

(?-+D) C t - ~) ~ (26) 

is the prey isocline. It bas a unique maximum at 

k-P ( ) ~ ~ - • .x-intereept at K, o and y-1ntercept at 
2. 

( O, D.l ) • 

• Analogously, when y = 0, we have G(x,y) = o, i.e., 

(27) 



which ts the pre(J.ator isocline. Clearly, it is a 

strnight line, parallel to the y•axis . 

. At this point, we take note of the Kolmogorott 

theorem (see Albrecht et al. 1974 and Brauer, 1976). 

According to this theorem, the system 

. 
once bas initial values in the first quadrant of the 

. phase plane, has .solutions, if (22a-221) are satls• 
I 

tied, such that each solution remains in a bounded 

subset of the first quadrant and tends tor t :..., ex> 

· el tber to tbe equilibrium point ( ~ 1~ ) if ( ?f ,'1 ) 
is a stable equtiibriam point or to a limit cycle 

around (~ 11 ) it ( ~~9 ) is an u.nstable equ~librlum 
point. Furthermore, ( ')( ,-:; ) is a stable eqadlibrium 

pot·nt it 

and an unstable one ~l.·f 
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Now tt G(x,y) is independent ot y, as it is 

in the present case, so that the predator isocline 

is .tile verticAl' line x = d, the above 1nequal1t.1es 

reduce simply to 

or 

Clearly, the negativity-constraint here ls 

valid tor 

k-D -
i.e., 

k L. 21+.D 

andtbe pps1t1vely constraint for 

(28) 

(29) 

(30a) 

• k > 2-J+.D (lOb) 

~We thus have tbe result that so long as 

K I.. 2J + D, our system possesses stable equilibrittm 

and for K ) 2J + D, limit cycle oscillations emerge. 

As K becomes increasingly larger and larger, the 

amplitudes ot the oscillations also become very large 
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and the traJectoJ"ies come very near to the axes. 

Tbus, practically speaking, dae to this proximity, 

any external perturbation might lead to extinction 

of the population .• 

Having investigated the basic relevant proper

ties ot this mod.el, we now turn to harvesting and 

stocking (Brauer an4 Soadack, 1982). 

The model with constant effort harvesting and/or 

stocking becomes 

)1. [ ~ ( I - iJ - I I(?. -'t D}} - f. I X 

I i ~D ()l-J) \. f; '( 
(J--~: D) C ). + o) f - 2-

where, E1 and £2 are the respective harvesting (if 

positive) or stocking (if negative) ef.forts. Eq.(:J1) 

oan be written in the torw 

-;. "" ?t [ .l. c t- ~) - t/o+D)- .::,J 
-~~r .. • 

7 [ 
~ D (').-J) 

~ ('J-' j)) (_).A D) 

(.32} 

which are similar to those t.bat describe the model 

without harvesting, b"t for the tact that the new iso ... 

clines are given by 



o2. ( l- 1 ) - I ((!t4: D) ::: E I 
k . 

\1 D (A -J) 

CJ--\: D)L /\-\- 0) 
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(33) 

intersection of which gives a new equilibrium point. 

\ 
In order to see bow these new isoclines are 

positioned with respect to the old ones, without 

actual plotting, we need only to observe that F
1 

< 0 

aud Gs > o. The former implies that increasing .E1 
moves the prey isocline down while decreasing E1 
moves it ap (Fig, 6). Analogo11sly, the latter implies 

that increase in E2 moves the predator isocline to 

the right wb.tle decrease in E2 moves tt to the lett 

(Fig. 7). 

Beoa&~se of the bllmp ot tbe prey isocline, 

which demarkates domains ot stability and 1nstab111ty 

(of course with limit cycles), the following situations 

a.rise; 

A. Vhen the System is Initially Stable (d ~ (K-d)f2): 

Hef"e the equilibrium point is on tbe right sl.ope 

ot the hump. 

case 1: Harvesting of Prey only.: 

As we have noted earlier increase in or incorpo

ration ot E1 (i.e., harvesting ot prey), moves the prey 
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isocline down, and coneequen·tly, the eqqll.ibriam 

point slides down along the predator isocline, x = J. 

Since in this pr9cess the bump moves left, the equillbrtu 

point still remains in the domain of stability. It 

will, however, come very close to X-axts tor a large 

£1 , and for farther increment; the X intercept Of the 

prey isocline will fall short of the x intercept of 

predator ·isocline, :tt.ereby leading to extinction of 

the predator. Tbl$ intact, puts a ceiling on £1, 

which clearly is 

r- (J) 0} 

ol ( 1- ~) 

Case its .Stocking ot Prey only.: 

(lit) 

Stocking ot prey {i.e., negative E1) moves the 

prey isocline ap and correspondingly, the bump moves 

to the right. Thus, for some particular value, equili

brium point may ride over tne bump, thereby engendering 

limit ctcles. If we decrease E1 still further, the 

resultant large ampl1tudos of the limit cycle, will 

render the system proae'4 to environmental •noise'. 

Case 111: Barvestl ng of Preta.tor only: 

Utilizing the fact. that increase in B2 will 

translate tile predator isocline to the right, we can 
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easily observe that the system which is initially. 

stable, will. remain so even after harvesting of pre

dator. Bat. as a resai'.t, the eqtdl1br1u• point will 

slide down tho right slope ot the hump, coming dange-

rously close to x-axls. In order to ensure the co-· 

existence of both populations, we have the following 

u.pper liait on B2s 

rc: ~ (kJo) 

~DC.l<-J) 

CT +D) ( l<- D) 

~ase lv~ · Stocking of Predator only: 

. (35) 

Since stocking (i.e .• , neg~tive E2 ) w:lll move the 

pred.ator isocline to the lett, we observe that tor a 

pa.rtioular value· of B2 , the equilibrium point may 

ride over the bump., thus el1c1 ting limit cycles.. Any 

further increase will resu.lt in larger amplitudes. The 

upper limit on the predator stocking effort (or lower 

limit on B2), thus, is when the predator isocline 

merges with Y-axls, and clearly, lt le: 

(36) 
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Treatment ot tile next situation (i .• e., when 

the system is initially unstable) .is quite. similar, 

We state the results: 

( 1) Harvesting ot Prey or Predator will render . 

tbe system stable, 

(it) Stocking of prey or predator will only incre

ase the dpl1tude ot the limit cycle, tbereby·impart-

1Dg vulnerability to the system, 

For situations wberetn various combination ·ot 

these practices occ~r simultaneously, it is not 

difticatlt to see. tha.t at~proprtate superposi tiona of 

the results obtained here would suffice. 
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